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MASTERS IN MANIFOLD SOLUTIONS
Multi Instruments is your perfect partner for supply of Manifolds, Instrument valves, Monoflanges,
Sunshades, electrical and steam heated instrument housings and other instrumentation and enclosure
products. Multi Instruments b.v., founded in 1988, is a fully Dutch company with it’s headquarter in
Gorinchem and it’s manufacturing plant in Schiedam (which has experience in machining metal parts
since it’s founding in 1955).
With years of experience, Multi Instruments
is specialized in delivering “turn key” manifold assemblies, securing an easy installation on site. Our experienced staff will be
your engineering partner which makes sure
that your pressure, level and flow instruments will make a perfect fit with our manifold assemblies. Well known with many specific requirements and specifications of endusers within the Oil industry, Petrochemical,
Gas industry, (all on and offshore) Power
plants, Water treatment etc., we are able to
assist you with your engineering which results in the perfect combination of instrument and Manifold/
Monoflange assembly.
As per the high quality standards of our customers Multi Instruments products are designed,
manufactured and fully pressure tested according the most stringent standards and reliability.
The same quality is maintained in our organisation which is ISO9001 certified. To be able to deliver to
our international range of customers our products are, among others, certified as per Pressure Equipment Directive (PED) and ATEX for the European market, GOST-R and Application Permits for the
Russian market and CSA explosion proof certificates for the USA and Canadian region and
CRN registration for the Canadian market.
Our manifolds, instrument valves and monoflanges are made of
one piece forged bar stock and meet the NACE MR0175/
MR0103 requirements. Special alloy’s like 316Ti, Duplex, Super
Duplex, Monel 400, Alloy C276, Alloy 825, Alloy 625 and Titanium are also available, including EN10204 3.1 certificate.
Standard valve design of our products is for 420 bar (6000 psig)
working pressure, and will have a Hydrostatic Pressure Test
certificate (EN12266-1) for 1,5 times working pressure.
Products suitable for 689 bar (10000 psig) working pressure are
also possible.
For process temperatures till 200°C (392°F), virgin PTFE packing's are used and for temperatures till
450°C (842°F) we will use graphite packing's.
Our high quality valve heads have standard execution with: anti-blowout functionality, non-rotating
Monel K500 needle tip and resettable valve packing which extends the lifespan of the valve heads.
Further optional features are available like: Stellite tip, Delrin tip, Anti-Tamper valve heads, cleaning for
oxygen service, car sealing facility on valve heads and PMI testing.
The Multi Instruments assemblies are available to provide protection against all climates.
Mounting plates with sunshades for the warmer climates. Body enclosure protection for winterizing or
process heating at e.g. -20°C till -40°C (-4°F till -40°F) ambient and PS-1 full enclosure types for
ambient conditions as low as -60°C (-76°F) ambient.
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MASTERS IN MANIFOLD SOLUTIONS
Instrument valves and Gauge Valves
Multi Instruments supplies a wide range of all needle type hand operated valves, multiport valves, gauge/
isovent valves and root valves. Suitable for a wide range of pressure gauges and pressure transmitters
with threaded process and instrument connection (e.g. ½”NPT & ½”BSP.P EN837-1).
This range consist of our models:


NV01 and NV02 hand operated type needle valves



NV01 female - female connection
NV02 male - female connection



GV02 gauge valve with internal bleed screw



MV01 and MV02 multi port valves





IV01, IV02 and IV03 Isovent / gauge valves






MV01 Multi Port valve (3 x instrument output)
MV02 Multi Port valve (3 x instrument output)
extended model (50 mm extended)

IV01 remote style 2-valve with all female connections
IV02 direct to process 2-valve (see picture left corner)
IV03 direct to process 2-valve (2 x instrument output)

Root valves are also available in above mentioned models by
replacing the instrumentation needle type isolation valve with a
fire safe primary needle type isolation valve (OS&Y).
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MASTERS IN MANIFOLD SOLUTIONS
Manifolds
Multi Instruments supplies a wide range of pressure (2-valve) and dP, flow en level (3-, 4- & 5-valve)
manifolds. Suitable for a wide range of pressure transmitters and gauges, for a direct (DIN19213) or
remote mounting transmitter style.


MP21D, MD31D, MD51D and MD55D for an economical way of
mounting pressure and differential pressure transmitters.
Mostly used in NON-winterizing applications with optional stainless
steel 2”-pipe bracket.

MP21D 2-valve manifold. (Direct mounted style)

MD31D 3-valve manifold. (Direct mounted style)

MD51D 5-valve manifold. (Direct mounted style)
(Double Isolate / Equalise / Double Vent)


MD55D 5-valve manifold. (Direct mounted style)
(Double Isolate / Double Equalise / Single Vent)



MP12F, MP21F, MD31F, MD32F, MD33F, MD41F, MD52F,
MD53F, MD55F and MD56F are ‘Flat model’ manifolds, often used
for mounting pressure instruments in full enclosures CAB1 and
CAB2 or in body enclosures in combination with coplanar style
transmitters.

MP12F 2-valve manifold for threaded instruments

MP21F 2-valve manifold (Direct mounted style)

MD31F/MD32F/MD33F 3-valve manifold. (Direct mounted)

MD52F 5-valve manifold. (Direct mounted style)
(Double Isolate / Equalise / Double Vent)


MD53F 5-valve manifold. (Direct mounted style)



MD55F 5-valve manifold. (Direct mounted style)



MD56F 5-valve manifold. (Direct mounted style)

(Double Isolate / Equalise / Double Vent)
(Double Isolate / Double Equalise / Single Vent)
(Double Isolate / Double Equalise / Single Vent)



MP11T, MP11B, MP12T, MP21H, MP22H, MD31H, MD32H,
MD41H, MD42H, MD51H, MD52H and MD55H are mostly used for
mounting with base plate (Shell style) and heated assemblies like
the modular body enclosure and PS-1 full enclosure system.
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MASTERS IN MANIFOLD SOLUTIONS
Monoflanges and Slimline (close couple) monoflanges
Monoflange manifolds can directly be mounted to a flanged process
connection. Flange dimensions of ½” till 3” are available in combination with different pressure ratings (e.g. 150# till 2500#) and flange finishes (e.g. RF, FF and RTJ).
Flanges can be made as per international standards like ASME, API
and EN1092-1.
 IVGA01, IVGA02, MP00, MP21 “pancake” are mostly used to
mount treaded pressure instruments direct to a flanged process
connection or on a fire safe flanged process valve. Often used
valve configurations are SBB (Single Block & Bleed)
and for MP00 and MP21 also: DBB (Double Block & Bleed).
In this type of NON “fire safe” applications models MP00 and
MP21 will have regular valve heads; “NVP” and “NVG” code.
The close coupled way of mounting pressure instruments combines a
pressure or dP/flow/level manifold with a fire safe process valve. It is
the perfect combination of a DBB root valve, fittings, process tubing,
manifold with bracket into one(1) unit.
This gives huge savings (up to 40%) in material, installation costs,
weight and space. It reduces possible leakage points to a minimum.
The primary isolation valve consists of a Fire Safe Outside Screw and
Yoke (OS&Y) needle type valve. Standard PTFE or Grafoil secondary
valve heads make SB, SBB, DB, and DBB configurations possible. It is
further possible to make the secondary valve head also of the OS&Y
valve type.







MP00 Monoflange for direct mounting of threaded pressure
instrument or to be used as process valve.
MP21 “pancake” Monoflange for direct mounting of threaded
pressure instruments by means of a positionable integrated
gauge adapter. (e.g. male, female, NPT & BSP.P EN837-1)
MP01 Double flanged monoflange for mounting of flanged
Diaphragm Seals or flanged pressure instruments. All in one(1)
integration of process valve and drip ring. Can also be used as
reducer for e.g. 2” process and 3” seal connection.
MP21“half DIN19213”, MP22 Monoflange for mounting of direct mounted model (DIN19213) pressure transmitter or through
EP integral mount style.
MD41, MD42, MD59, MD69 Monoflanges for creating a dP/
flow/level close coupled hook up. To be combined with the
MP00 model on the low pressure side.
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MASTERS IN MANIFOLD SOLUTIONS
Heated Enclosures (Body Enclosure)
The Multi Instruments body enclosure heats those parts which are really essential: “The wetted parts”.
(fittings, manifold, transmitter flange)
The body enclosure consists of two mirror image parts manufactured in
a flame retardant, anti-static and impact resistant black synthetic material called Nyrim 2000®. The easy snap locks allow quick removal of
each side, offering maximum access of the instruments inside.
Tailor made openings for your instrument can be machined into the
body at customer request.
To ensure “Plug-and-Play” installation on-site we are specialized in
custom made instrument hookup services. Your (free issue supplied)
instrument(s) will be fitted onto the appropriate manifold, stainless steel
mounting plate and together with other requested options completely
assembled, tagged and tested to your specifications.
Main advantages of the body enclosure:
 Compact design (low volume and low weight)
 Low cost as compared with “expensive” GRP enclosures with
“expensive” EEx space heaters. Savings about 30%
 Low power consumption because 48 Watt and 29 Watt contact
heaters are used.
 Possibility for process heated assemblies up to 115°C (240°F)

Optional features:
 Integral 15 mm hard PUR insulation shell. (BE2 & BE4 models)
 Heating with electric EEx (ATEX/CSA/GOST-EX) contact heater
(T3 or T4), steam heater or electric heating cable.
 Junction box for heater connection and power supply for tracing
on impulse lines (optional).
 Impulse line and compression type fittings outlet insulation
cover (IK-1)
 Sunshade (Synthetic or stainless steel)
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MASTERS IN MANIFOLD SOLUTIONS
Heated Enclosure (Full Enclosure)
While exploration for oil and gas is rapidly expanding to area’s (e.g. Russia & Canada), where the
environment is a major factor, the need arose for better and more economic ways to protect the sensitive
instruments like transmitters from freezing up.
In modern installations which run cost driven, factors like Total Cost of Ownership become an important
element in running a plant efficiently and more profitable.
This new approach of plant operations called for a redesign of
classic instrument protection cabinets which are made from glass
reinforced polyester (GRP), heated by expensive thermostatic
control explosion proof space heaters.
The PS-1 is a full instrument enclosure capable of protecting
transmitters and gauges against environments which are very cold
(down to -60°C/-76°F) at very low costs.
Low cost in this case actually means Total Cost, being the initial
cost for purchasing, assembling and testing, but also the cost for
operation, as both it’s price and the amount of energy needed to
keep the instruments from freezing are excellently low.
Highlight of PS-1 advantages:
 Full enclosure made from stainless steel with coated cover.
 Integral high performance insulation shell and back plate (PUR)
 Suitable for modular Multi Instruments manifolds (2, 3, 4 and 5valve)
 No wet connections inside the box (all accessible at the back of
the plate)
 No space heater but a compact EEx-d 48Watt contact heater
 Energy consumption up to 75% lower then conventional space
heater solutions.
Optional features:
 Safety Glass inspection window.
 Heating with electric EEx contact heater
(ATEX/CSA/GOST-EX) or steam/hot water heater.
 Junction box for heater connection and powering process lines
(optional).
 Impulse line & compr. fittings outlet insulation cover (IK-1)
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